Dave’s Predictions for the next 4 years.
Sub-title: “Ongoing Destruction of the US”
Written on 1/6/2021
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End filibuster. (to block any opposing opinions)
Give citizenship to millions of illegal aliens. (to garner millions of more democrat voters and citizens
dependent on government handouts)  In process – 16 to 29 million not the 11 million LIE.
Roll back Trump tax cuts. (effectively slowing the economy and hurting the middle class and lower class
wage earners by driving prices up and decreasing take home pay)  In process
Re-join the Paris Climate Accord (further promoting China and destroying the US middle class) 
completed
Re-start the absolutely absurd and reckless Iran deal (further funding terrorism)  In process
Pack lower federal courts. (so as to prevent cases from going to the Supreme Court)  In process
Modify/legistate out of existence the Electoral College. (move to a mob-rule type of governance. Using
deceptive argument that all votes should count equally.)
Enact massive gun owner controls. (in direct violation of 2A making criminals of law abiding citizens)  In
process
Pass “Net Neutrality”. (shutdown all conservative talk radio)  In process
Pressure states, counties, cities to defund police.
Restart obama policy of defunding the military.  In process
Restart obama’s war on the middle class. Well In process—over 10,000 jobs lost per day in the first two
weeks.
Restart obama’s war on oil and gas. Well In process
Quench any attempt to bring the obama administration’s criminal acts to justice.  Accomplished
Restart obama’s criminal misuse of government agencies (IRS, FBI, CIA…). Accomplished
Enact new laws, rules, and requirements making any manufacturing business in the US difficult.  In
process
Remove the mentally failing Biden and install Harris. (two years and 1 or 2 days into his administration) 
Just started (remove nuclear football from Biden control)
Continue lying about and attacking Trump just in case he wants to run in 2024. (every liberal failure over
the next four years will be because of Trump and/or conservatives.)  In process (will never end—just
like obama did for 8 years.
Pack the Supreme Court (destructive to the rule of law, moving to rule of emotion/whim)
Make DC and/or Puerto Rico a state. (unlikely to succeed designed to prevent Republicans from ever
gaining control of the Senate again)  In process—but need to violate Constitution to accomplish
Added on 1/9/2021
Complete loss of free speech. (already well underway their attack on religious freedom, second
amendment and free speech). Watch as more and more “descent” is classified as hate speech! If you
don’t believe what they believe you are a white supremacist.  In process
Add useless bureaucracy to the management and distribution of the Covid vaccine thus slowing the
distribution to a crawl (and then blame it on President Trump).  Accomplished
Unethical and dishonorable money laundering scheme allowing radical left-wing groups (but not right
wing) to collect formal US fines.  Accomplished
Which of our freedoms is next on the “liberal” agenda? Only time will tell.

